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With the fast encroachment
of technology in all aspects
of society today, GC embarks on upgrading the elearning mode of delivering
modules and services using some tools on Moodle.
In preparation to this, Dean Dr. Taki
Al Abduwani spearheaded the conduct of three workshop sessions in
broken time schedule this February
to equip the lecturers the necessary
orientation and background on how
to teach effectively to increase learning using technology in academic
environment.
According to Sesame Education
Consultant Ms. Andrea Hall, invited
resource speaker for the different
sessions, said that the real power of
social interaction and online discussion is on how to make learning
permanent and enduring in a more
real environment. "I am very passionate to see how e-learning fits
into the learning schema of Omani
students and to make courses more
relevant and engaging," she further
cited.
During the workshop, the lecturerparticipants experienced the actual
process of doing the discussion
board and forum as strategies of
social interaction and group discussions to guide them properly on the
application of Moodle.
As an offshoot of the workshop, the
administration organised a working
committee represented equally by
the three Faculties to set Moodle in
the system.
The said working committee is
tasked to use Moodle in making
online interactions, feedback for the
assessments, quizzes and mock
examinations, modules, pastoral
support and other related services.
The Project Manager Mr. Haydar
Sadeeh under the supervision of IT
Head Mr. Manhel Shaker reported
that the committee will provide the
technical support and necessary
assistance to staff so that the new elearning mode will be fully implemented next semester.
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SN students go
2nd field trip
The going out of the Special Needs
(SN) students to the four walls of the
Gulf College was an opening of
another door of learning This happened as they undertook their second field trip with Ms. Rida Bahkit,
their SN lecturer.
The whole class wished to pay tribute to the different recent prestigSesame Education Consultant Ms. Andrea Hall ( rear R) explains the processes of Moodle
ious projects of the Sultan of Oman
as a tool in e-learning to the lecturers of Gulf College at B-Block.
so they first visited the Royal Opera
House Muscat which is an accolade
of the rich cultural heritage of the
Sultanate.
The participants admitted that there
The increasing impact on the balance of nature is is nothing like seeing actually the
the culprit of the prevalent decline of population of reality to compliment with the conrare birds in the world which gave a surge to the cepts learned inside the classroom
because concepts still falls far short
sustainable efforts and incredible interest of Omani as compared to actual observations
youths to protect these endangered species. This is and experiences.
the goal of the 8th Youth Meeting for Pigeon Exhibit Ms. Rida in her report stated that
in Gardenia Hall in Barka Region sponsored by Al- the SN students wondered and
wandered in the different chambers
Nawader Company under the patronage of Gulf Col- of the opera house. They likewise
lege.
had sufficient time in seeing some
art and photo exhibit at the Opera
“A lot of people and hobbyists show to the present generation Galleria.
who grow pigeon in the different our progressing concern to nature
regions of Sultanate participated for the next generation to enjoy Company, Banan Company, International Ruby Company, Gardenia
in the exhibit,” GC organizers Ms. and see.”
Ruqaiya Al Yousifi and Mohamed The contestants displayed their Hall and Gulf College.
Fuad reported. They likewise entry-pigeons and were judged by Dr. Issa Al Balushi, CEO of AlNawader Company and GC at the
commented that the participants the invited juries.
and contestants to the exhibit The exhibit which was basically same time, expressed his gratitude
expressed their resolute commit- intended for the appreciation of to all the co-sponsors who pledged
ment to the great need of educat- pigeons and eventually to protect their allegiance to ensure that they
ing their fellow locals and in- rare birds concomitantly partnered will work hand in hand to eradicate
creasing the awareness of Al Nawader Company with its co- the threat to rare birds like pigeons
youths on the protection of pi- sponsors: International Salute in Oman.
geons as part of the rare birds in
Oman.
During the exhibit, Al Nawader
Company Manager Mr. Ibrahim
Al Hassani articulated emphatically, “Because of unrelenting
and strong demands from various private sectors and individuals, our company with Gulf College put up again this year similar event to showcase different
species of pigeons. We want to

The contestants with their winning entry pigeons (L) were awarded by the organizers cash
prize and trophy while CEO Dr. Issa Al Balushi (rear R), Shura Council member Mohammed
Bin Al Khanubi (centre) and spectators witness the awarding at Gardenia Hall during the Rare
Birds Exhibit.
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Dean Dr. Taki Al Abduwani in a recently held meeting
created different teams to work on updating the Website of Gulf College the earliest time possible.
He said that the teams will work on
activating the news section of the
college website to better provide
the stakeholders relevant updates
and information about GC. “This is
an urgent need for us to address
because we aim to communicate
regularly with our stakeholders so
that they will have an overview of
the activities and services of our
college.”

In the meeting, it was agreed upon
that there will be both English and
Arabic versions of the college website to cater to both local and international readers. It was further
agreed upon that All English news
will be edited by Dr. Shameena
Mehtab and the Arabic translation
will be edited by Dr. Bilal Al-Omari.

Part of the updating is the putting
up of YouTube presentation for the
The team identified seven news three Faculties and major officials
areas as per the college website of GC to present the goals and key
classification: college visit, aca- features of the college.
demic, student activities and com- The team members disclosed in an
munity services, centre for enterinterview that the website serves as
prise and professional, development, research, graduation and a window of the college where the
alumni, where the three faculties community could look into the enviwill post regularly brief news, pho- rons of the GC so they assured Dr.
tos and photo essays.
Taki to work on closely on the project.

Last Knowledge Forum this semester

“Stress among college
students is always a constant influence on the
lives of lecturers and thus
it must be given attention.” This is what Dr. Regina Pumaat, a lecturer
from the Faculty of Business Studies said as she
commenced her presentation in the Knowledge Forum to culminate semester 1 of SY 2013-2014.
She further cited that GC as an
academic institution is expected to
know the symptoms, causes and
consequences of stress so that
students will be given the right
pastoral support to ensure that
every students could finish the
modules they registered every
semester in the three Faculties.
“The strategy is to maximize the
positive stress (eustress) and to
minimize the negative stress
(distress).” She shared some
teaching approaches that form the
bases for addressing the issue on
stress among students. Among

them are problem discussion, counseling, pastoral and balanced lifestyle.
The forum ended with role playing
activities by the participants where
they reflect some of the best practices of helping students under
pressured with stress.
Pumaat disclosed, “We have to
accept responsibility so that stress
level will remain under our control.
We have to remember that the
cores of teaching process are our
students so we have to help them
fight stress and cope with the demand of learning while they are in
our midst.”

Dr. Regina Pumaat discusses the stress
among students of GC and shares some
strategies on how to help them overcome
during the Knowledge Forum at the H-hall.

PERSPECTIVE
Mr. Rizwan Ahmed

Matters on
Affiliation

Change is the hardest thing to
plunge into yet it is the most promising key for development. For
some, it is difficult to embrace but
the enlightened ones consider it
close to their hearts. Gulf College
cease not to make necessary
change as the demand requires.
This is due to the fact that the administration never underestimates
the contribution of internationalisation and affiliation.
This practise is deeply rooted to the
culture of Oman as it is reflected in
the rich history of the Sultanate
being a seafaring nation in the gulf
region in the ancient times.
Gleaned from its continuous development in all areas, the Sultanate
advanced with the chemistry with
other cultures which up to this day
is very tangible. This prompted the
ministries including the educational
institutions to affiliate programmes
and practices with international
arena like the United Kingdom and
the United States.
At the same time, GC in its response to increasing globalisation
is apt on this trend which enriches
its curriculum by sustaining international affiliation of its programmes
and course offerings that match
international benchmarked practises and global standards. GC has
benefited tremendously from inter
national input in the curriculum,
structure, operations, services,
policy making, quality assurance
and research.
More specifically, the IPAs, external
evaluators and partnership directors in coordination with the GC
administration and Board of Directors (BoD) also hold regular workshops, meetings, and trainings on
module enhancement, teaching
pedagogies and assessment. This
is geared towards quality of

instruction
and learning process in the
three
Faculties.
GC
administration regularly conducts
surveys from stakeholders to have
a grasp of the real picture of the
attributes of its graduates as an
effect of international affiliation.
The survey results are utilised as
substantial inputs in restructuring
curriculum relevant to the needs
of the job market today in Oman.
Recently, the CEO Dr. Issa Al
Balushi and Dean Dr. Taki Al
Abduwani visited their UK counterparts to reinforce academic
partnership and affiliation. This
effort contributes to the heightening campaign of the Sultanate for
quality education. This for sure
gives an enormous boost to the
number of students from the different communities of Oman to
pursue their degree at GC.
I, being the Associate Dean for
Affiliation Affairs, would like to
draw the attention of the academe
to give full support to all the endeavours of the administration
akin to the sustenance of affiliation and partnership with our international partners. The office of the
administration likewise welcomes
input from our stakeholders and
pledges to give ear to each precious voice in our response for
globalisation.
Together we work hand in hand
for globalization; hence, affiliation
is deemed significant as core of
our goal!

Gulf College Key Features:
* Bsc and BA with honours in three years
*Previous qualifications and other courses are considered under
the APL system
*Degree certificate is issued by Staffordshire University, U.K.
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Dealing with Student
Procrastination
At Gulf College, lecturers are
highly regarded as parent surrogates, an ethos we are proud of.
This is how crucial the Miltonic
work of teachers is. Akin to this,
the editorial board takes an onthe-spot survey from the lecturers
in the three faculties as to how
they deal with students' procrastination as part of the bulk of their
pastoral responsibilities.
Procrastination is eating away at
students productivity. Despite the
fact that the GC library is fully
equipped with quality internet
connection where they could turn
their “short break” into meaningful
hour, still some students plunge
into the doom of their failures at
dealing their procrastinating attitudes as some prefer more to
fancy themselves with a cup of
tea instead. However, some
teachers whom the editorial board
talked with were found responsible in dealing with this behaviour.
Below are the golden insights
gleaned from the informal talk
with them.
"Walla. Ana atibukra, almoallem!" (God willing, I will come
tomorrow
to
give
you.)
This line
keeps on
banging in
my ears
as
my
students'
response
whenever
I collect their assignment. It is
good to give leeway to them however I sometimes close my fist to
show them that I mean business
inside the room. I found this very
effective to deal with the postponing attitude of some students who
keep on extending the deadline of
submission. They know that being
strict sometimes is a way of
touching their hearts and they
appreciate it because I have a
genuine purpose (Dr. Joseph
Cuarteros, FFS lecturer).

It is a tall order to transform some
laggards into sprinters. Giving feedbacks
and
giving
back
corrected papers and drafts
make
them
realise that I
am really following up their
performance in
The GC students do research work as they read references at the library. This my
writing
clearly shows that some students know how to deal with procrastination.
classes.
This
strategy is an effective way of making them lenient in their studies thus
eradicating the epidemic besetting
our students. We cannot afford to
see our students powered by nothing but blind panic during examinations and submission of assignments; thus, our indispensable role
comes in to guide them become
sprinters in learning (Dr. Romeo
Castillo, FFS lecturer).

Motivation is the most effective
armour of dealing students with
dilly-dolly
attitudes
in
terms of submitting
assignments.
Explaining to
them
the
importance of
the assessment output
makes them
work
and
submit their papers on time. My
students are happy that they are
able to subtly avoid the disease of
procrastination. If nobody cares to
motivate them, whom would they
get the needed care? We have to
remember, we are their second
parents. (Dr. Venus, FBS lecturer).
Tutorial and one-on-one sessions
help me bring out the best in my
students
so
they
have
a
complete
and clear
grasp of
the
lessons.
I
found out
that they
are
religious
in
making
their assignments if they understood the lesson. My students told
me that they
are
going
nowhere sometimes because

they do not actually know what to do
and where to start because they do
not understand the instructions and
what is expected from them. So as
a remedy, I together with the other
lecturers in my department, conduct
the tutorial lessons to students who
are slow and who were absent in
our previous classes. They are
more responsible when they feel
that they are braced with support;
as a result, they cease dragging
their feet sluggishly when they are
asked to submit homework or outputs (Dr. Wilma Serrano, FFS
Award Leader).
Many students are clever at their
studies but they struggle with English.
So
they
are
hard up to
catch
up
lessons.
So, I usually
give
my
students useful
web
links
for
them to visit to support their learning
in the classroom and to help them
do their homework individually. I
noticed that they get over their difficulties which push them to work and
avoid procrastinating what they are
expected to do in their modules (Ms.
Rula Al-Azawi, FCS Award Leader).

Giving more practice for mastery of
skills helps my students internalise
the
skills
needed
in
the module I
am teaching.
I found out
that students
become
more serious
and responsible when
they master
the expected
skills
from
them. This will help them establish
better study habits and thus they
avoid easygoing attitude in their
studies (Indu G., FCS lecturer).
Students by nature tend to be lax
when they are not pushed or
squeezed to do things. Being the
administrator of FCS, I inform them
the status of
their
attendance to motivate
them
attend
their
classes
and
eventually
perform better.
Students become
more
lenient when
they see that
they are regularly informed of their
attendance. (Ms. Manju Ghugtiyal,
FCS administrator).
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a vibrant leader. I
left the portals of
GC many years
ago nonetheless
its teachings are
lingering to every
destination my feet
bring me. I may be
away now from my
lecturers but their
thoughts are seeds
Vibrant excellence is personified and powered by the that keep on growspirit exquisitely hails in the life of a person most ing each day in my
sought after by many. He's Mohsin Al Balushi, our life. They make my
heart robust and
proud GC alumnus who earned real and rare distinction! my spirit in full
bloom. I am proud
The editor in chief of News Gazette I really became the boss of my own to be GCian!
is very lucky to meet and have a b o s s , a d r e a m c o m e t r u e !
head to head rendezvous with Mr.
Mohsin, now the very promising It seemed for me very impossible at At work, I consider my staff not as
Group Gent h e b e g i n - mere staff but as my friends and
eral
Mann i n g b u t I family members. The trust and
ager, headc a m e t o confidence I bestow upon them
ing the Huk n o w t h a t makes the machinery in our comman
Ren o t h i n g i s pany keeps on going naturally.
source and
impossible to After my first promotion as execuAdministrat h o s e w h o tive manager, then a year-hiatus
tion Affairs of
c e a s e n o t reaped double promotion in a row
Al
Khalili
from working which gave me an ascent to the
Group
of
and learning. position of being the group general
Companies.
N o d r e a m manager (GGM), the highest streak
works for us, I have achieved. Is there anything
So, here it
we have to better than my position? There is of
goes
his
w o r k f o r i t course, my people are better than
moving story!
I t i s r e a l l y where I am now. My people are my
t r u e t h a t gold. Position does not make me
I landed a job
s u c c e s s high; instead, it makes me lowlier to
in NBO as a
d o e s n o t reach out my people. A manager is
trainee clerk
come easy. not supposed to be in his table
at the age of
Just like me, always, it’s the other way around,
18 with 3rd
I reached the more time to staff. My staffs are
Secondary
m a na g e ri a l actually neither hesitant nor aloof at
School Cerp o s i t i o n i n me because I allot time to directly
tificate.
NBO because I believed in my ca- work, file, eat and informally talk
Being a trainee clerk is the lowest pacity and I worked hard for it. My with them.
rank in a bank yet I made it as my secret? I did not have any, not even I never punish but I train misguided
jumping board to build a big dream. an amulet. What I believe on is my staff. I recall my first days at NBO
Yes, it is big, which is why my confi- success started from my failures when I was still a neophyte staff so
dence was so huge that I even told and weaknesses. I didn’t despair I am patient to new comers whenmy boss that I wanted to be in his when I failed. Each failure is my ever they commit mistakes. I am
chair one day. He perhaps thought it strength, the big stepping stone to very happy to see them metamorwas a queer joke but it was a serious m y
c a r e e r . phose unleashing their creativity
dream for me. I knew deep within
and insightful contributions in makthat nobody believed in my dream
ing solutions to problems. Who
but I kept on believing and proving
knows that in the future one or two
Education is still the winning formula
myself. On those days, my confiof them will become also a GGM
for career success. I must admit that
dence strenuously strode like skylike me? This thing is possible to
I am very confident that all things
scrapers belying my jangling nerves.
happen but expect a tough scorchare possible to a man flicked in his
As a result, my failures never veered
ing heat of the sun and the
vein the will power to finish a deoff my career path.
squeeze of the gusty wind through
gree. Very thankful I am for Gulf
Daily, I worked on my dream step by
a fight of challenges before getting
College served as my vehicle not
step just like how engineers build a
over the top.
only to finish my degree but also to
house, partition by partition or level
Hard toil and tough grind were paid
achieve the 1 s t Class Honour in
by level until it is done. Similarly, I
off yet I simply never bask on my
Business Management during my
started and fashioned positive enlaurels; I catch up every opportunity
batch graduation. My parents were
ergy within me until I was able to
to work and grow the company
the happiest then and my classgive justice to my own dream. It's not
entrusted to me by the CEO.I do
mates whom I used to share my
like people looked at me and
not take a long sit to change but
notes. GC provided me the best
thought. Here's a boss of my own
education and gave me the right
boss. I really didn't notice
in 10
perspective and attitude of being

I make change fast when needed like
a bullet, straight forward.
Due to the steep demand of my position, I am always at my office at 7AM
and never make a minute idle. I work
as if it is my first day in the company,
as if there will be no more tomorrow. I
set example that all papers on my
table are finished on time and whenever I am done, I go out from my
office and take the work of anyone
who is lagging behind. Each job is my
job, each job should be delivered
efficiently and I cannot afford to see
one left out. This motivating culture
sets worthy of emulation to everyone.
I do not preach about good things
which I want to happen in our company but I simply act them out creating an impetus to our team.

My Advice
Never typecast yourself as an ordinary person. Let people believe in
your dream. Everyone has the quality
to be great. It is just a matter of struggling a lot and proving your worth as
a person. No one is born as a manager but many became managers.
Will power and hard work made
them, definitely not the wazta
(political backer) whom we know that
makes us.
Shouting out our dreams may sound
hilarious but it is paradoxical that
reality is drawn from positive
thoughts and energy. Keep on
dreaming and going.
It is only when you have climbed a
mountain that you can see how far
you have trudged and how long the
path you have still to walk. I see my
world a bigger place as I move to a
higher position and when I look beyond me, it becomes even bigger.
Complacency has no place in a big
dream. Today, aged 35, I just keep
on going, still believing in ME! You,
too, have to believe in yourself!

